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English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from The Progressive Speller: A
Complete Spelling Book, Arranged for Advanced Primary, Intermediate, and Grammar Grades The
object in preparing this book is to meet the requirements of a progressive age, which calls for
something more in spelling than the mere conning of columns of words, isolated from language,
and too frequently without meaning or interest to the learner. The following are among the
principles observed and the features made prominent: - 1. Reasonable time and space are given to
the meaning and use of words in connection with their spelling. 2. Since Ave speak English more
than we write it, correct pronunciation is given place in proportion to its importance, though all
marks and dots are valueless unless their significance is learned and carefully applied in every-day
practice. 3. Effort is made to render the work attractive as well as useful to the learner by the
introduction of letter-writing; by word and sentence building; by giving variety in arrangement; and
by conforming, in subject-matter, to the capacity of the average child and the natural order...
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Reviews
This pdf may be worth buying. It is actually filled with knowledge and wisdom Your daily life span will be convert as soon as you comprehensive reading
this article publication.
-- Ms. Ea r line Schultz
An incredibly great book with perfect and lucid answers. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You will not sense monotony at
whenever you want of the time (that's what catalogues are for relating to if you question me).
-- Na nnie Lindg r en Jr .
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